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Quest for Higher Performance HBTs, AlInAs/GaInAs vs. InP/GaInAs:
Monte Carlo Study

Riichi Katoh and Manoru Kurata

Research and Developnent center, Toshiba corporation

1 Konukai Toshiba-cho, Saiwai-ku
Kawasaki-shi 2t0, Japan

The high speed perfornances of AlInAs/GaInAs and InP/GaInAs HBTs were
investigated using a self-consistent particle sinulator. The cutoff
frequencies were estinated to be twice for the forner and 1.5 tines for the
latter as high as that for as AlGaAs/GaAs HBT. These results were attributed
to a larger bandgap difference between the enitter and base to yield a high
base built-in field, rather than a larger f -t band separation energy in the
collector layer.

1. Introduction
AlInAs/GaInAs and InP/GaInAs HBTs are

considered to be pronising devices for their
capability of lower power and higher speed

operation conpared with AlGaAs/GaAs HBTs.

Recently reported excellent data for these

devices have already revealed their high
potentiality as high speed devices, although
their research and developnent periods have

been by far the shorter than that of
AlGaAs/GaAs Hgt"l)'2) However, the
effects of large f -t band separation
energy AE f _ L and the base bandgap

grading on nonequilibriun electron
transport, as well as high speed perfornance

have been left unclear so far.
In this work, these HBTs were conpared

with each other by particle sinulation to
clarify these problens in view of high

frequency perfornance.

2.Model

A previously developed one-dinensional
particle simulator3) was applied to analyze

AlInAs/GaInAs and InP/GaInAs HBTs with
several nodifications in the physical

D-4-2

paraneters and fornulation of randon alloy
scattering. Bandgap, eJectron affinity,
effective nass, dielectric constant, and

other various physical paraneters in the

scattering rates were deternined by the

linear interpolation of binary alloy data 4)

to natch the ]attice constant of the InP

substrate. The fornulation of the randon

alloy scattering by Littlejohn, et al. 5),

?ras adopted for the quaternary alloy
systens, i.e., AlGaInAs and GaInAsP.

Figure 1 shows the conputed alloy
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Fig.1 Conputed HBT structures



conposition and doping profiles, where the

fractional variation in naterial constants

is expressed as (AI 
a,Gul- a) 0 .47In0 . bgA"
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+z (r- p ) Ito. b3*0.4? p o"t- 

p t B 
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AlInAs/GaInAs HBT and InP/GaInAs HBT will be

hereafter referred to as Tr.1 and Tr.2,
respectively. A conmon q, profile was

applied both for n and p collectors with
Tr.1, while different I profiles for n and

p collectors with Tr.2 . A graded base

structure was adopted in order to reduce the

base transit tine, which was effective even

in a heavily doped base layer 3).

Denonstrated profiles for a and p were

optinized data, whose derivations will be

discussed in the following section. The

doping profile was connon for Tr.1 and Tr.2,
where an n cbllector with 5*1016"r-3 in
doping and 5000A in length and a p collector

1',7 -2with 1x10''cn - and 1500A were considered.

As for the bias condition, the collector-
to-enitter voltage VCU was fixed at 1.5V

throughout the paper. Every conputation was

carried out under 300K operation

tenperature.

3. Conputational Results

The alloy conpositions a, and p at the
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conposition dependence of
tine and base transit tine

enitter-base(E-B) junctions were first
optimized from the standpoint of a trade off
between the enitter charging tine r o and

the base transit tine ,, 
t' . Figur", 

", 
(u)

and 2 (b) show the dependence of 1 t E ? B
) on conpositions a and B at the E-B

junctions, respectively, where transit tines
were defined by rE = AQ E / AJ , ?U ,D,
= AQ B / AJ C ut around J , =1x10 " A,l"r-
. It should be noted that r E was obtained

fron the conventional drift-diffusion nodel,

and r , fron the particle nodel. z B is
seen to decrease nonotonically as ct and B
increase, because of the enhancement of
velocity overshoot corresponding to the
increase in built-in field strength. 0n the

other hand, T E increses as a and B
increase, because of the increase in emitter
capacitance corresponding to the increase in
the turn-on voltage. Consequently, there
exist nininuns in ( rE rg ) at around a
= 8=0.5 for both transistors. In Tr.1,

?B seens to increase at a )0.75. This is
attributed to the reduction in electron
velocity due to the upper valley transition.

Hereafter, a= F=0.5 will be chosen at
enitter-base junction to ninimize ( rE + T

B ). Under this condition, the ?g =0.2gps

obtained for Tr.1 and 0.41ps for Tr.2 are

L/l and 2/5 of r, for AlGaAs/GaAs HBTs,
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Fig.3 J, vs. V gn characteristics
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respectively. It should be noted that these

snall z - s are obtained as a consequence of-lt
the large bandgap difference between the

enitter and base layers.

Figure 3 shows the J, vs. VgU

characteristic for the above optinized HBTs.

There was a significant difference in the

turn-on voltage (Von) of about 0.14V between

Tr.1 and Tt.2. It is noteworthy that Vo'

for Tr.2 was sinilar to that of Si bipolar
transistors.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show average

electron velocity (V a) profiles for Tr.1

and Tr.2 with an n collector, respectively,
with base-to-enitter voltage(Vgf) as a

paraneter. In the base regions, vU for Tr.1

was about 1.5 tines as large as that for
Tr.2, resulting in a srnaller z , for Tr.1 .

In the collector regions, the peak overshoot

velocity for Tr.2 was a little larger than

that for Tr.1, because of the snaller
velocity for Tr.2 in the base ""gion3). The

overshoot distance was about 750A for both

HBTs, which was a little larger than 
" 
that

for GaAs. The saturation velocitv(V ) for
t' s-

Tr.1 is 6x10t "r/, and that for Tr.2 was

tx10 7 cnls. The snall V 
" 

of Tr.1 is
attributed to its larger effective tnass due

to a strong nonparabolicity. At a larger
V BE, V d of both HBTs began to increase in
a wider range of the collector region, thus
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Fig.4 Average electron velocity profiles for n collector HBTs

decreasing the collector transit tine T 
C

This phenonenon is attributed to the

relaxation of the electeric field at the

onset of the collector high injection effect
(Kirk efect) 3) '6) Though the peak

overshoot velocity decreased narkedly as Vgg

increased, it was insensitive to the

nagnitude of T C since the overshoot

velocity was inherently large.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show V 

U 
profiles

for Tr.1 and Tr .2 wtth a p collector,
respectively, with VgB as a paraneter.

Conpared with the n collector cases, the

difference between Tr.1 and Tr.2 seens to be

very slight. The peak overshoot velocity
and the overshoot distance for Tr.1 were a

little larger than those for Tr.2, which was
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Fig.5 Average electron velocity profiles
for p collector HBTs
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Jc=1x105A/cm2

AIC'aAs/ AtlnAs/ Inp/
GaAs GalnAs GalnAs

HBT HBT HBT

fog.6 Collector structure dependence of
collector transit tines

due to the larger AE f _[ of Tr.1.
Figure 6 shows ?C " for Tr.1 and Tr.2

with n and p collectors, with corresponding

data for AlGaAs/GaAs HBT. ltith n collector
HBTs, Tr.1 exhibited the snallest T C ,

while the difference between Tr.1 and Tr.2

was only less than 0.1ps. Since z, for an

n collector transistor decreased under a
high injection condition of the upper half

n9of 10 ' A/cn- , T C becane sensitive to the

bias condition. In this case, however,

snaller z ^ S for Tr.1 and Tr.2 conpared-U
with the GaAs transistor were considered to
be a consequence of a larger AE f _t.
Contrary to the n collector cases, Iittle
difference was obsei"ved in the ? C . for p

collectors. This is because the high

1.r-AllnAs/GalnAs
i./ HBT

"\ InP/GatnAs

f HBr

Var=1.5V

average electron velocity
achieved by introducing

already been

p collector
structure.

In order to investigate the high speed

perfornance of these HBTs, the cutoff
frequency (ff ) vs. current density( JC )
characteristic are demonstrated for Tr.1 and

Tr.2 with n and p collectors in Fig.T. At
8'J C of less than 10 " Alcm- , p collector

HBTs exhibited higher f , than n collector
HBTs. 0n the other hand, under a higher JC

condition, f- for n collector HBTs becane
L

higher than those for p collector HBTs. The

naximun f T r are 250GHz and 220GHz for Tr.1
with n and p col.lectors, and lB0GIIz and

160GHz for Tr.2 with n and p collectors,
respectively. Therefore, Tr.1 and Tr.Z were

twice and 1.5 tines as fast as GaAs HBTs,

respectively.

4. Conclusions

The cutoff frequencies of AlInAs/GaInAs

and InP/GaInAs HBTs were estinated to be

twice and 1.5 tines as high as that of
AlGaAs/GaAs HBT, respectively, thus
verifying their pronising high speed

perfornance. The nain reason for the
inproved high speed operation is attributed
to the larger bandgap ratio between the
enitter and base, which yields a high base

built-in field, rather than the larger f -t
band separation energy.
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